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Poe ascendancy trials guide

Welcome to exile guide. In this guide we're going to have an in-depth look at the maze, discuss what's in it, how to go about completing it and what are the real rewards for doing it. Before I start this guide, I would like to thank Bo's lab for all the work they have done and done every day for the maze. They
work to provide up-to-date information about the contents of the maze, but daily layouts for each difficulty of the maze. If you haven't already checked them, on top of Now, let's challenge Isaro inside his maze. Ascendancies exile path has a very large and dense negative tree that all categories of
character start on. Each character class has access to every node in this tree and can track it as they want. However, with the introduction of the maze, each of these categories now has subspecialties called Ascendancies. Each category has 3 class options ascending to more power and determining that
category, apart from Scion which has a 1 ascending class that takes small portions of all the others. These subcategories are much stronger than the points in a regular tree and can strongly dictate the playstyle of the character. Each character class can select one of these Ascendancies. You can't spend
regular negative points in your class, and instead spend their ascent points. The only way to choose one of these Ascendancies and get boarding points, is to complete the maze in Camp Sarne in Law 3. Maze Overview is a special dungeon type that carries the altar of ascension and is guarded by many
dangers including traps, monsters, puzzles and boss head, Izaro. Isaro design and maze guards, and anyone who wishes to reach its end must defeat him in 3 increasingly difficult battles. In order to reach the end of the maze, you must pass it in one attempt. There are no road points or checkpoints in
the maze, and you only have one life in this area, even in softcore. This means that if you die or teleport, the maze must start again. The main bonus is the altar of ascent at the end, which allows you to identify and climb your ascending class characters of your choice, along with two ascending points. You
will only have to make your own class choice on the first maze run. For the remaining 3 maze difficulties, you will receive 2 boarding points the first time touching the altar, for a total of 8 boarding points. But after you finish the maze for your ascent, why do it again?  Well, there are many other bonuses
that are found inside and at the end of the maze. You can find valuable uniques maze, treasure chests packed with lot and powerful magic for your gear! These will be discussed at the end of the directory there 4 difficulties of a unlocked maze at different points of the main story and the game end
mapping system shown in the table. Maze Level Open Normal 33 Law III Cruel 55 Law VII Ruthless 68 Act VIII Eternal 75 Game End Maps in general, it is recommended that all mazes outlevel all mazes by a few levels as they can be tougher than the level of the area gives way to. It is accessed through
the gate to the sweating yard in the town of Law III, Camp Sarne. After you have opened this gate, you can move directly to aspiring square via the green symbol at the bottom of the road point map. Once inside, you are able to choose any of the four maze difficulties you wish to perform, provided you
have completed previous maze experiments and difficulties to choose one at least once. There are a total of 4 maze difficulties, with the final maze difficulty requiring a map, known as cod to goddess. The maze consists of many different interrelated room types that can be seen from the map inside the
maze. Each of these rooms has base tiles and their layouts are created randomly, like many other areas in the exile path, but now with a trap and a maze like a glove to overcome. However, every day the maze has a new room layout. That is, the high-level room layout that can be seen from the map is
renewed, bringing along all the new challenges of the previous day. This new design is the same for every maze difficulty across all tournaments and players. This allows players to learn the daily layout of the maze and run it many times for the climbing bonuses room or for maze racing bonuses and
leaderboard slates. Less difficult mazes will have shorter and more direct layouts. As you venture into the mazes of higher difficulty, you will become longer layouts, absorbing more rooms. Before you can enter into any of the maze difficulties, you must complete the trials of the ascent located around
Wraeclast.. Experiences the main experiments and types of trap experiments of ascending display different trap types that can be encountered inside the maze. These must be completed before you can enter the maze, but you only need to finish once per league. This means that you can complete it
once on one character in the league and you don't have to perform it again. Here are the main trials of the maze story level: the first regular maze has 6 trials located in the following areas: The Lower Prison Law IThe Law II, Level 1 Prison Squadron, Level 2 Law IIIThe CrematoriumThe Regenerative
DeadDead Labyrinth Cruel Maze Has 3 Trials Located in The Following Areas: Prison Law VIThe VIIPT Cry, Level 1 Insane, Level 2 Ruthless Maze 3 trials located in the following areas: The VIIIThe IxThe Bathroom House Act Tunnel Act XThe Ossuary There are 6 main trap types shown in the trials.
These traps deal physical damage based on a percentage of your maximum life (half the damage as much as ES), so stacking more life will not increase survival against them. These traps include: Spike Traps – these traps come out of a small box, either via a timer or pressure panel, dealing 1/4 of health
players worth the damage. They lock the player in place and apply bleeding as well as make a solid blockage that cannot be traversed while it reaches. You can find out if the high trap has a pressure plate by searching for a small green circle in the middle of a high trap. Sawblades Turbines – These traps
run along a linear path, reversing direction as soon as they reach the end of their path. This deal large amounts of material damage over time, killing an unarmed player after 2 seconds of full contact (50% of life per second). Sometimes these blades can be stopped by levers or keys. Spinning blades -
these traps, such as a saw, follow the range path and reverse the direction once you reach the end of their path. Like with a saw, these traps deal physical damage over time and can kill an unarmed player after 2 seconds of contact (50% of life per second). Sometimes these traps can be converted from
one path to another by levers or switches. Oven traps - these traps heat the floor with lava in a specified time period. This trap deals fire damage over time and can kill the player with 75% fire resistance in about 4 seconds (25% life per second). These traps generally have oysters that spawn skeletons
that can be killed for flask. Blade Tanners - This is a circular expanse with a blade that follows a particular path, either linearly or periodically. Again, these traps deal physical damage over time and can kill the insulation player after 2 seconds of contact (50% of life per second) t. The unique part of these
traps is that they deal more damage closer to the center than the poplar. There are no ways to stop or convert these traps. Dart traps – these traps are always fixed, either on the wall or in a column, and the arrows fire on the timer or when the pressure plate is turned on. These arrows deal physical
damage (20% of life) and apply the poison, slowing the speed of the player's movement. Vials of treatment will remove the poison and slow down the effect. Although these traps deal damage based on a percentage of your maximum life, they can be mitigated by any defenses that mitigate physical
damage, fire damage to furnace traps or life-renewing damage over time traps. This includes defenses such as basalt flask or endurance charges. Shield, Arctic shield and fortifying will only work against the traps that have been hit, such as spikes or arrows. When crossing the blade, spinning And Blade
Sentries, you will want to walk or movement skill in the opposite direction to them to reduce the amount of damage that is captured when passing through it. Generally you can follow them and quickly traverse them once you reverse the trend. You can also take advantage of the movement skills that
traverse the gaps, such as Flame Dash or Jump Slam, to completely avoid most traps and skip many tracks. Uber Lab &amp; Sentry traps trials for eternal, or Uber, maze inside maps and randomly spawn within them. These experiences are much longer, and have many rooms, are more difficult than
previous experiences and have new trap types within them. At the end of each of these experiments, there is a panel, just as with the main experiments that have been completed in the story areas, which need to be touched to complete the trial. However, this time when you touch the painting, you will
also receive a submission to the goddess. Unlike the previous maze, Uber's maze requires the introduction of a subtraction of the goddess's map key as we mentioned earlier. Unfortunately, there is no duplicate protection and finding all 6 unique timeless lab experiments can take a very long time.
Fortunately, if you're unlucky, you can join Global Chat 820, by typing/global 820, where players share league challenges and maze experiences with other players. Eternal lab experiments, such as the main story experiments, each house is one of the main trap types, as well as a small group of other
trap types. Eternal Lab Experiments include: A Superhero Trial Of Truth – contains spike trial traps of crippled grief – contains the chainsaw traps trial of fear-whirling – contains spinning blades traps trial burning anger – contains furnace traps of lingering pain – contains the trap-trial trap traps of stinging
suspicion – contains the traps darts now these trials also introduce new types of daggers that exist only in the eternal laboratory. This traitor throws different colored halos on the ground that affect the player in many ways. These traps include Sentry: Endless Dehydration – removes flask counts. Endless
Hazzard – cast multiple circuits that deal with physical damage equal to 20% of life + 12% of ES (if ES is protecting life) when using movement skill. Damage can be mitigated, but unavoidable. Endless pain – throws an aura that increases the damage taken by 50%. Endless sting - causes bleeding.
Never-ending fire - throw nova fire. Frost Never Ending – Ice Cast Nova. Interminable idleness - cast slugs of aura. Endless storm – cast nova shock. These wallets can be destroyed to temporarily disable them, making crossing traps or areas covered safer. Always be sure to double check what aura you
are going through, as they can make crossing traps very deadly. Planning as we mentioned before, the maze consists of different types of interconnected rooms. Main altitude The layout and interconnectedness of the room of the maze will be the same for everyone in the difficulty of the maze. However,
the inner room and trap layouts within each maze can vary, much like the path of the other exile area. So if you run the same maze several times, you may find that you have to cross a different group trap or take a slightly different path to reach the end of the room. When you first enter the maze, you'll be
able to look at the map. These map lands are located next to each exit and entrance within a maze. This map shows the high view of the maze, which depicts room types through the symbol, the room's links across interconnected lines and your current discovery of all these rooms. When you first enter
the room, the connections leading to that room will be detected, to let you know the possible paths that can be taken to continue through the maze. Some of these rooms will have more corridors, while others will be blocked. The map map on the exit doors will highlight the route of the line to which the
door leads on the map. So, let's take a look at all these types of rooms, what they contain and what you want to look for. Basic room types and basic room names are displayed as a simple gray circle on the map and do not contain anything that needs to be completed to advance the maze. These can be
either indoor or outdoor layouts, containing monsters and possible puzzles. These rooms, as well as all other room types, also have the basic names attached to them that you can read before entering them. These include: the names of the basic room annex annex atrium atrium arcade corridors aspiring
trial extension and the enclosure means that the next area at this entrance is a dead end, with no contacts issued on it. Atriums, halls, paths and corridors mean that the next area in this entrance is an area that has outgoing connections, and continues to progress through the maze. The experiences of
aspirants are the rooms you face and fight against the head of the Maze Isaro. Now that we know the names of the basic rooms we want to enter, let's continue to consider the types of rooms. Gold doors and keys golden door room contains a golden door that must be unlocked to continue progressing
through the maze, referred to by the golden door symbol on the map. There are some mazes that you can bypass these doors via a secret corridor or connect another of the rooms, but this is not always the case. To open the golden door, you will need a golden key. The golden door rooms are generally
attached to the golden key rooms, depicted by the golden key symbol on the map. Sometimes, there is no golden key room, and the golden key can be inside the golden door room. Golden key entrances are generally very close to the location of the golden door. Golden key rooms are always the type of
dead end room and form a square or Style, where in general, will track in clockwise style around the room to reach the golden chest, which contains the golden key. Once you have the golden key, you can simply go out by continuing the clockwise pattern, pulling the lever and bringing you back to the
entrance area. You can then return to the golden door and pass through it with the golden key in your inventory. Silver door rooms and doors feature silver doors that can be opened to allow access to various rewards. You don't have to progress through the maze, referred to by the silver door icon on the
map. As with golden doors, silver doors require a silver key to unlock. Silver key rooms are referred to by the silver key code on the map and differ in design from the golden key rooms. They can be in regular corridor rooms or in a blocked type room. Silver key chests can be anywhere in the area and are



always protected by a trap glove that you must complete to reach, such as a golden key chest. Now what is the incentive to get these keys and open these doors? Well, behind each silver door is a cellar emperor's chest that can contain different collections of loot: chest chest contents of the emperor's
vault contents a chance to spawn a random loot set that is semi-equivalent to treasure chests in the boarding room (these contain elements similar to strong boxes such as Arcanists, artisans, jewelry, Gemcutters with superior gems or corrupt equipment with sacrificial pieces) will vary randomly in the
cellar cellar cellar vault of the vault, so the review of the same silver door may Lead to different loot next time through the maze. Reliquaries forgot reliquary forgot the rooms contain reliquaries that can be used during battles with Isaro to disable some amateurs that it investigates. These rooms are
indicated by a circle icon on the map. Like rooms with golden key, these rooms are generally a blocked type and the player generally has to follow clockwise to reach the decorative chest that contains Reliquary. Sometimes they can be on the main road of the maze, but otherwise these rooms are not
required to advance or finish the maze, they will only make the fight of Isaro easier. Trials aspiring chamber aspiring is where you face the battle of Isaro, referred to by the skull on the map of Bididal. There will be a total of three of these rooms throughout the maze, with each trial becoming harder than the
past. In the first section room you will be able to reach your lair before you start the battle against Isaro, but beware, this area does not function as a city and will not restore flask charges if you swap a flask of your bar. This room also shows any amateurs currently active in Isaro on both sides of the stairs.
At first, there will No amateurs on Izaro, the potential maximum of 2 amateurs by the recent trial, depending on how to deal with the battles. Puzzles, gloves, puzzles and gauntlet trap can appear in most of any room of the maze, but always stay in that room for the entire maze that day in daily reset. It
requires you to complete the switch puzzle, go set of traps or accompany a column to the end of its path. At the end of each of these puzzles and gloves is a locked room that contains either the Truff maze, which works just like the emperor's cabinets, or a strange lockbox, which always contains the
treasure key for the treasure chest sits in the boarding room at the end of the maze. Their chest name the contents of the maze is a chance to spawn a random loot set that is almost equal to the treasure chest in the boarding room (these contain elements similar to powerful boxes such as Arcanists,
craftsmen, jewelry, Gemcutters with superior gems or damaged equipment with sacrificial pieces) the curious lock box containing the treasure key and random loot these chests will rotate between each trap randomly set for each run you play, so you may have to change the puzzle you play each run for
the type of chest you want to get. It is always worth doing puzzles with the curious Lockbox to get more treasure keys for your lucrative treasure chests in the boarding room at the end of the maze. There will always be a total of 2 strange lock boxes for each maze. Darkshrines Darkshrines can be found
hidden in small cracks inside the maze, locked by hidden keys. These are powerful shrines that can give you power or remove the deadly effects of the maze. Here are the various effects that can occur: the effect of the Darkshrine dialogue will be twice blessed the player will receive additional use of the
divine line (this shrine effect does not pile up if gained again) to worth going Azad Azad Azad will drop additional unique elements on death discover what lies inside Isaro will drop 1 additional treasure keys to death (this shrine effect can pile if gained again) stops movement, tension mounts maze traps
are disabled in the death of the aspirant trial not waiting to get the effect of the permanent shrine of the entire laboratory. ( Heart accelerates, blood thickens 50% lower damage taken from visits from traps50% lower damage effectiveness during debuffs time of maze traps on Darkshrines players will
always appear in the same room for each maze run in a daily reset, so it is almost always worth getting darkshrine if that day maze is reset. However, the effect that the grant will be random for each run. The hidden bosses (Argos Argos) is the pet Isaro can be randomly found in unforgiving and eternal
mazes behind a private closed door in any kind of room, from the experiences of aspirants. His location is not marked on the map and must be searched for, but will always be in the same room for each daily maze. It is a great monster that is immune to all elemental condition diseases as well as
thunderbolt. It can also self-irritate, gain more damage and speed of attack, making it very deadly. If you manage to kill him, you will be rewarded with another treasure key to use in the final room. Make sure you are prepared and have the appropriate material damage mitigated for this encounter. It is
recommended that Argus seek out if you are farming the maze of the highest difficulty. Now to finally enter the arena, challenge Isaro. Izaro Izaro is found inside the aspiring trial rooms and is the main guardian and head of the maze. You will face it three times the first two experiments will battle in a
normal area with him only and amateurs that have been activated on him. In the third and final room, there will be a chaotic battle battle in the square with two types of basic trap plus all the fans of Izaro that have been activated. Every time you encounter it you will have to remove 1/3 of his life. Even in
the first aspiring trial you will have to bring it to 66%, in the second trial down to 33% and then defeat him in the third trial. Once you have defeated Izaro in the third experiment, all the traps in the room are disabled and the damage is no longer a bargain for you. Isaro is very strong with many weapons,
attacks and amateurs that he can take advantage of. It is important to note that Isaro treats pure physical damage as a rule and can deal with basic damage if it is polished by some mechanics, so do not underestimate its strength. Izaro weapons can wield some variations of weapons that will remain the
same in all sperant trials and this daily maze planning difficulties for that day. These include: sword double swords and two armor weapon delivered mall these types of weapons differ attacks that can lead. Regardless of the types of weapons, he can carry out the following attacks: I will present the
average basic damage output for each step carried out by Izaro without any amateurs based on the Uber maze (Level 75), where you can easily maze the story level outlevel and power level level. These moves can vary +/- 250 damage from their listed values. Melee Attack – basic melee attack with his
weapon. Recommendation: This addresses a little damage and can be tanked. 1H physical damage and shield 2300 duel 2300 2H mall 2500 disturbances – a melee attack similar to the skill of a sunder player that sends a wave forward to the players harmful in the line. Players hit by these attacks lead to
a shock wave that damages the player again. Recommendation: Try to go to the left or right of this attack, so it doesn't hurt you several times. Holds physical damage 1H and shield 1500 duel vis 1500 2H mall 1500 stick – Isaro strikes ground and channels, shooting spikes from the ground where the
player stands. Nails handle minimal physical damage over time and slow player. Recommendation: Get out of this as quickly as possible, preferably away from Izaro. The main concern of these spikes is the effect of deceleration, rather than the damage they are dealing with. Jump Slam - Isaro leaps in
the player, closing the distance and dealing area of physical damage impact. Happens with double swords and 2 hand mall. Sword and shield take advantage of the bash shield. Recommendation: The wind up to this attack is very noticeable and can easily be avoided.   Practicing the duel of physical
damage in 4000 2H Maul 4000 here are specific attacks that can occur depending on the type of weapon: the sword and the shimmering slanted shield – similar to Reave, Izaro winds up his sword and lowers the shell forward that deals with heavy material damage. Recommendation: Move to the left or
right of this attack before the swing occurs. It has a very long access and will hit you if you try to escape it in a straight line. Damage: 3800 type: Physical shield bash – similar to the shield charge, Izaro charges up, runs towards you, then swings his shield at you. Recommendation: As with the Jump Slam,
this attack has a noticeable wind. Try to get away from this left or right attack from the direction of his charge. Damage: 3600 type: double swords physics sparkling slanted swords – similar to Reave, Izaro winds up his sword and lowers the shell forward that deals with heavy material damage.
Recommendation: Move to the left or right of this attack before the swing occurs. It has a very long access and will hit you if you try to escape it in a straight line. Damage: 3800 type: Two physical delivered mall slam slot - damage deals directly in front of him, dealing less damage farther you than the
impact point. Recommendation: Get out of this attack as quickly as possible, preferably the back side of Azaro. Damage sits at center: 6300 type: physical on top of all these potential attacks that Isaro can perform, there is also a ghostly green goddess who resides on his back that performs attacks in
unison. Its attacks include: mortar barrage - lops mortars towards the player, dealing with fire damage in the area when landing. Recommendation: It is difficult to avoid this attack because it can happen without warning. Try to stay away from the shower area if you notice. Damage: 650 type: Call the
Guardian Fire - bomb a random area, each explosion call a skeleton. This attack is great in that it doesn't handle much damage and allows players to refill their bottles. Space Transport – In the third experiment, a goddess throws a green circle around Isaro and a random area in the besieged area. After a
delay, anyone inside the Isaro circle will be transferred over the phone to the other circuit. Recommendation: As soon as you see Circle show around Izaro, and get out of it as quickly as possible to avoid teleported on traps. Amateurs as mentioned before, Izaro will earn amateurs that rise from 3 pioneers
during the first two experiments i encountered in. These amateurs can increase their crimes and defenses in many ways, and will continue all remaining trials if they are not destroyed or disabled. Leaving these amateurs on Izaro doesn't make it stronger, but it also rewards you with an extra treasure key
for each trial you leave a full buff on it. Completing means you don't destroy or disable any of the three pioneers that come. The treasure keys that fall can be used to open the chest especially at the end of the maze. Treasure keys and their value will be explained later in the guide. For now, let's take a
look at the various amateurs that can occur on Isaro, along with the potential effects that can be used on them, and what are considered complete amateurs for the extra treasure key. Again, as with the full layout and weapons used by Izaro, these buff species will remain the same across that maze
difficulty for the whole day. Charge of izaro hangers will earn charges throughout the battle that gives him more damage, speed and defense. It can reach a maximum of 10 charges. These charges can be removed using one of the three heroes that appear from the pedatels. This Charge Disruptors has
only one use and will require you to use it time to ensure it finishes the stage with the least amount of fees. Residue: Cogs of disabling → allows the player to use charge malfunctions a second time. Complete: This full orange is considered once up to 10 counts speaking the line: in maximum efficiency.
This orange is very dangerous when you try to make sure he reaches full charges and if paired with another amateur damage, it can be fatal. Channels three statues will come out of the statues one at a time. There will be a channel for each item type. These channels increase isaro damage as well as
add elemental harm and all-elemental resistance. It can be disabled temporarily by clicking on it. As with disruptors administrator, you will have time disabling them with Isaro's health to make sure they are disabled for ongoing encounters. Effect: A cube of absorption → allows the player to permanently
disable the first channel that touches. Complete: This is considered full orange as long as you do not disable any of the channels. Isaro can reach his life threshold before all of the channels appear. Elemental Three Jewels Jones Elemental Golem will come out of the corners in random order, joining the
fight one by one. There will be one core for each element type, each with their own abilities. They'll try to reach Isaro and bond with him, and give him Damage and resistance of its kind is elemental. It also gives Isaro the ability to apply the diseases of the condition racially respectively to a racial type. If
you kill these Essences before you reach Izaro, they won't give him any rewards and won't show up for the rest of the trials. Impact: Orb of elemental distraction → the first essence that the player's damage sits on the spot. Complete: All three Essences must be associated with Isaro or survive until the
end of the encounter. Isaro can reach the threshold of his life before all of the essences appear. Essences will start from the margin in later experiments and can kill, and they will not remove the extra treasure key from Izaro. Three lines will appear from the pioneers in random order, one at a time. Each
one casts a curse on the player regardless of their location in the room. These curses include: racial vulnerability, time series and vulnerability. These lines can be destroyed by damaging them, but once they are damaged, they will cast a copy of the curse enabled on the player for 10 seconds. These
curses can be removed via the vial with the removal of the curse and immunity. Effect: Rod from blowing → the first line that the player damages would be immediately destroyed. Complete: This is considered full orange if none of the lines are destroyed. Isaro can reach his life threshold before all of the
lines appear. Beware, these lines can be very deadly if combined with other damage enthusiasts on Izaro. Three gargoyles will come out of the pioneers in random order, one at a time with very high damage reduction at first, making it very difficult to kill. After a short period of time, they will be active and
begin to beam to Isaro by giving each amateur. During this period, they will have a reduction in damage and it will be easier to kill them. The three different jars are: granite infused → Izaro gets to increase the damage reduction. Basalt infused → Isaro gets increased damage handled. Quicksilver infused
→ Isaro gets increased speed. Leftovers: Gargoel's heart → the first Garguil that damage the player will be destroyed immediately. Complete: This is considered a complete orange that any of the gargoyles would be destroyed. Isaro can reach the threshold of his life before all of the gargoyles appear.
Idols will show three idols of pioneers in random order, one at a time and start charging. There is a idol for each element type, and once they reach the full charge, they will cast many late explosions of the types of elements each on the ground. After this cast leads, they'll return to low life and start a cycle
again. Destroying any of these idols will keep them from performing their cast. These idols do not give Isaro any increased powers. Impact: Sand of Eternity → the first idol that the player will not damage Renewal of life. Complete: All of the idols will need to be activated at least once. If Izaro reaches the
threshold of his life before all of the idols have risen and cast, this orange will not be complete. The three great skeleton lieutenants will come out of the pioneers in random order, joining the battle one by one. There will be one lieutenant for each element type, each with its own abilities. There are two
melee lieutenants, which deal with fire and cold damage, as well as Lieutenant Ranged, who deals with lightning damage. These lieutenants do not give Isaro any increased powers, making them very easy to deal with and leave alive. Remnants: The → pro will kill the first lieutenant player damage
immediately. Complete: All three lieutenants must survive until the end of the encounter. Isaro can reach the threshold of his life before it appears all the lieutenants will start the lieutenants from the sidelines in subsequent trials, and he can kill, and he will not remove the extra treasure key from Isaro. Call
the three gates will appear from the pioneers, one by one. These gates will call the mags skeleton of different types of elements. Once the gate is destroyed, the skeletons will no longer spawn. These gates do not grant any increased powers to Azaro, making them very easy to deal with and leave alive.
Impact: The shredding gate → the first gate will destroy the player's damage immediately. Complete: Leave all gates intact. Isaro can reach his life threshold before each of the gates appear. Trials and strategy now that we have a full understanding of all the attacks, spells and amateurs that Izaro can get,
how should you go about defeating him? Well, let's take a look at some defense and attack strategies. The recommended defense minimum life / EHP Values Maze Life / EHP Normal 1000 Cruel 3000 Ruthless 4000 Eternal 6000 ensure that your elemental resistance is capped at 75%. Make sure that
the defenses are suitable for physical damage, since the main source of damage to it is material without amateurs. This means that you should at least benefit from a basalt flask on all characters. Granite flask is fine for lower levels (normal/harsh), but does not provide significant dilution at the upper
levels. Endurance and fortification fees make for a great apartment relief as well and should be considered if possible. Make sure you have the right movement skill or Quicksilver flask out of the way of The Isaro Telegraph attacks. These attacks include his slam ground, radiant slant and slam jump.
These attacks can deal with deadly damage, and they should not be chewed, unless they are built specifically for this. If your defenses are weak or you don't feel comfortable with Isaro becoming more powerful, make sure his amateurs keep him down either disabled or destroyed. Always keep moving to
avoid caught in a telegraph attack. Crime you will want to try to get damage in on Isaro while he is directing an attack, carrying out basic attacks or once you are out of his telegraph attack areas. You can take advantage of trap totem or totem support, such as salafist totems, to distract Izaro, so you can
get damage while it targets totem. The key to farming if you want a maze farm, you will need to go for as many treasure keys. This means you will want to perform all of the puzzles and gauntlet for 2 strange Lockboxes, kill Argos and defeat Isaro with all his amateurs a total of 6 keys (7 if you get
darkshrine to Lazaro drop an extra key). Here Izaro's Buffs are classified in easy and difficult categories to ensure you complete a fully polished Izaro. For the most part, getting 2 buffs easy or easy and Buff hard would be easy farm. Try and avoid performing 2 hard amateurs together, and these
combined can be very deadly. Easy Buffs here are easy amateurs to leave on Izaro: Lieutenants call the fonts gates → as long as you take advantage of the curse removal and vial of benefit immunity. Hard amateurs here are hard amateurs to leave on Izaro: Channels administrator disabled elemental
essences Gargoyles once you defeat Isaro, the treasure key will be given. As mentioned before, you will earn 1 treasure key for each full orange left in Izaro, a total of 3 possible treasure keys from Izaro. Now that you have finally defeated Isaro and completed the maze, you will have access to the
boarding room to reward you! The boarding room of the boarding room holds not only the altar of ascension and hiding, but the treasure chests and the boarding drafting table! The altar of the first time climbs through the maze, touching the altar ascent allows you to select the desired ascending layer of
your choice. You will also get 2 ascending points to spend in this category. For the remaining maze difficulties, you will earn another 2 points for the first time through them when you touch the altar as well. Choosing your ascending is not permanent and can be changed if you wish. If you want to change
your ascent, you must restart the maze (on any difficulty) and touch the altar again with no custom boarding points in your ascent category. It costs 5 negative response points to recover each bullish point, so this can be very expensive. Your boarding points can be redeemed as soon as you reach the end
of the maze in the final room if you wish. Treasure Chests the Treasure Chests, located in the middle of the room, can be opened using treasure keys obtained from Izaro, Argus and Lockbox Curious. Each of these boxes is the equivalent of a random strong box. This means they can fall random loot,
corrupt loot, jewelry, quality gems, Cards, maps or exclusive currency! Some of their chests, such as hex and map releases, are tied to the uber maze end game. Sometimes their chests can also contain 2 extra treasure keys! At the end of the game Uber Maze, they can also drop another show of the
gods, instantly make back your entry cost! These breasts make great consistent currency returns from the maze, so it is always advisable to maximize the keys of the maze when planting. Magic finally, there is the rise of the craft table. This allows you to apply implicit random charm to either your gloves,
shoes or helmet. You will be able to apply the following magic layers to certain item rules in every difficulty mazes: maze magic layered shoes gloves regular class 4 N/A N/A ruthless class 2 layer 2 eternal layer 2 layer 2 layer 1 class 1 top class figures represent the weakest charm will always apply the
highest level charm of the maze in question that you run. Charming gloves give many different offensive skills that perform during combat. These cannot be modified by support gems sockets and a definition is not created. Boot Wizards give many useful offensive and defensive bonuses that lead to a hit,
not having taken the damage recently or having been recently killed. The magic of the helmet is where the magic is stronger. There are 3 different charms for each active skill gem or aura in the game. Some are incredibly strong, while others are very disappointing, making a huge gamble trying to get a
strong one. The charming pool for gloves and shoes is very small, having only about 15 or so different ones, while the charm pool for helmets is over 300! This makes getting the desired charm very difficult. Although it's hard to target a particular charm, it's always worth performing a charming helmet
when you can. Also beware that magic will overwrite any implicit rates on the item already, and you cannot return to the status of the original item. So make sure you're ready to lose that implicit! Magic will also increase the level of the requirements of the item, if this level processing items is below the
level of the maze where the magic has been performed. When planting a game-end maze, it is always recommended to use the magic of a helmet, and use it on the base of the popular maximum element level or on a unique popular helmet. These unique rules can change the league to the league, so be
sure to keep an eye on what is most often used in meta structures. This also applies to actual magic, where you will have to check the magic of skill what is most desired. The conclusion of the maze is a unique addition to the way of playstyle exile and out of the natural area types, but offers many unique,
powerful and definition of rewards from it. You can get a lot of wealth through the game-end alternative farming of a maze at the beginning of tournaments, which is a serious possibility to consider. As always, I hope you have learned a thing or two! Thank you for watching, and I'll see you in the next exile.
Exile.
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